Chemical accelerator studies on isotopic variants of the reaction Ar+ + CH. --I ArH+ + CH 3 are reported. Velocity and angular distributions of the ionic product as a function of initial translational energy have been measured over the energy range 0.39-25 eV center-of-mass (c.m.). The asymmetry of the product distribution with respect to the center of mass indicates that the reaction is predominantly direct over the energy range studied. The dynamics of the reaction are approximated by the spectator stripping model: The reaction exothermicity appears as product internal energy and product excitation increases with collision energy at the rate predicted by this model. The internal degrees of freedom of the neutral product have little effect on reaction dynamics, and product excitation appears to reside principally in the ionic product. Deviations from the spectator stripping model suggest the existence of a basin in the potential energy hypersurface for this reaction; the ArCH: complex which may be formed at low collision energies, however. preferentially decomposes via reaction channels other than that resulting in ArH+ formation.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years beam techniques have been used to study the dynamics of ion-molecule reactions. Considerable attention has been given to intrinsically simple transfer reactions of the general type x+ + YZ -xy+ + z , (1) where X is Ar, N 2 , or CO, and YZ represents H 2 , D 2 , or HD. 1 -9 These reactions have been found to proceed by a direct mechanism over the entire energy range studied (approximately 0.05-20 eV c. m.). At intermediate energies the simplest model of direct reaction, the spectator stripping model, 1.10 appears to provide a satisfactory description of the reaction mechanism, although deviations due to momentum and energy conservation have been found at higher energies (> 5 eV). 2.S.5.6.11
Deviations from spectator stripping also became significant at relative collision energies less than 2 eV. S.4,7 The finding that the reaction products possess greater translational energy than expected on the basis of spectator stripping has been interpreted in terms of a simple model variously called "modified stripping,,,7 "polarization reflection, ,,8 or "impulsive reaction." 12 This model, based on assumed long-range, intermolecular forces, has been used to account for product velocities, 7.8.1S energy partition, 7.8.1S angular distributions, 8.12 and isotope effects 7 • 14 in several simple hydrogen transfer reactions. A characteristic feature of this stripping-like model is the assumption that the dynamics of the reaction depend only upon the mass of spectator Z but not upon its internal structure, if any. However, this model has been compared with experimental results only for reactions in which an ion abstracts a hydrogen atom from molecular hydrogen.
Investigations at this laboratory have been designed to determine the extent to which the identity and nature of the spectator group affect the reaction dynamics. In particular, the reactions Ar+ + GH 4 -ArH+ + CHs Ar+ + CD 4 -ArD+ + CDs were studied over the energy range 0.4-25 eV c. m. Velocity and angular distributions of the ionic products have been measured by chemical accelerator techniques. In addition, excitation function (reaction cross sections as a function of energy) have been measured and will be reported in detail in a future article. Preliminary results of Reaction (2a) have been published. 15
Reaction (2) has previously been studied by high-pressure mass spectrometry16 and by beam techniques. 17 In the latter study, Heglein and co-workers found that the reaction dynamics could be described by the spectator stripping model over a wide range of energy, although strongly unsymmetric broadening of the product ion velocity distribution together with a small shift in the center of gravity of the distribution to lower velocities occurred at collision energies less than 2 eV. This indication of a strong interaction between the incident ion and the CDs spectator group led Henglein to postulate a transition from the stripping mechanism at intermediate energies to the formation of a long-lived complex ArCD: at energies of a few tenths of 1 eV.17 The present study confirms this low energy behavior of the product ion velocity distribution. It is shown, however, that this observation is consistent with a model for direct reactions.
The cross sections for Reactions (2) are about 100 times smaller than those for the corresponding reactions with H2 and D 2 . 15-17 The dominant reactions occurring in Ar+ -CH 4 mixtures are the asymmetric charge exchange reactions:
Ar+ + CH 4 -Ar + CH:
A rate constant k4 -10'9 cc/mol • sec has been measured for Reaction (4), while k5 and ks are about t and !-of that value, respectively. No major changes in the relative yields have been found over a very wide range of collision energies. 18
In a beam experiment in which the charge exchange products of Reactions (4) and (5) were energy analyzed, Wyatt, Strattan, Snyde" and Hierl: Ar+ + CH 4 Henchman et al. 19 found that the reaction proceeds by two mechanisms, with and without momentum transfer. They suggest that the former involves the formation of a long-lived complex, while the latter proceeds directly via electron transfer at large inpact parameter.
The reactions
are approximately 100 times slower 16 than Reaction (2) and were not observed in the present study.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
A. Apparatus Figure 1 presents a schematic diagram of the chemical accelerator. Ions, formed by electron impact, are extracted, accelerated, and collimated by a system of electrostatic lenses.
2o The nearly monoenergetic ion beam of variable energy (0.50-100 eV LAB) passes. through the collision chamber containing the neutral target gas, whose pressure (-10-3 Torr) is measured by a capacitance manometer and whose temperature (-85°C) is measured by a thermocouple. The ion gun can be rotated about the center of the collision chamber, permitting the fixed detector to measure scattered products at various angles. Those ions leaving the collision cham-ber at the selected angle pass through a detection slit (typical resolution is 1 ° in the horizontal plane and 4 ° in the vertical), a stopping-potential energy analyzer, and a set of strong focusing quadrupole lenses. 21 Mass analysis of the ions is performed with a 30 cm, 90 degree deflection magnetic sector analyzer of a Nuclide mass spectrometer from which the conventional ion source and accelerating electrodes have been removed. Energy analysis is accomplished by applying a modulated dc retarding potential to a retarding grid. This potential, in the form of a sawtooth wave (11 Hz), generates a complete energy spectrum every 0.09 sec, thus permitting continuous display of the entire energy spectrum on an oscilliscope as well as providing a repetitive signal for signal averaging with a Varian C-1024 signal averaging computer.
The individual components of this instrument are described in detail elsewhere. 22 B. Internal states of the reactants The Ar+ is produced by impact of 40 eV electrons, so that the primary ion beam contains no doubly charged ions 2s and less than 1% high energy metastable ions. 24 The remaining 99% are in the 2 P state and should be distributed statistically in a 2: 1 ratio between the J = t and the J =! levels, which differ in energy by O. 18 eV.
The neutral target gas is assumed to be in thermal equilibrium, so that the internal energy of the molecular reactant is determined by the temperature of the gas.
Since the temperature is 85 °c under the conditions of the experiment, nearly all of the CH 4 and CD 4 molecules are in their ground vibrational state. The most probable rotational states are J = 6 for CD 4 and J = 9 for CH 4 , which correspond to an energy of about 0.015 eV for either molecule. Consequently, most of the energy possessed by the products must come from the heat of reaction.
Intermolecular potentials for ArH., derived from the inversion of elastic scattering data, indicate that the well depth De is 4.10+ 0.10 eV (with respect to dissociation into Ar and H+) 
III. RESULTS
Angular (e) distributions in the laboratory (LAB) system are obtained by recording the ion signal while rotating the ion gun about the center of the collision chamber. Because the detector views a decreasing fraction of the collision path length with increasing angle, the observed ion signal at each laboratory angle is divided by the path length subtended by the detector at that angle. The reported angular distributions, IL(e, <I> = 0), which are normalized to unity at the angular maximum, therefore represent the relative ion intensity scattered through a laboratory angle e in the plane <I> = 0 from a reaction path of unit length. Typical results are shown in Fig. 2(a) .
The stopping potential curves obtained at various angles are first scaled to reflect the total relative intensity at that angle and are then differentiated to yield the energy distribution at that angle, h(E, e, <I> = 0). These energy distributions are transformed to velocity distributions by multiplying each point by the corresponding laboratory velocity v in accord with the transformation (9) This yields the relative differential cross section for scattering into the solid angle dn, located at angles e and <1>, with velocity between v and v +dv. Typical results are shown in Fig. 2 
(b).
The laboratory cross sections, IL(v, e, <1»,  are converted to probabilities in Cartesian velocity space according to the transformation (10) where Pc represents the probability of finding product in a given volume of velocity space. 8 ,29 These probabilities are then scaled, with the highest intensity arbitrarily set equal to 100. A plot of the appropriate contours on a velocity vector diagram produces a map of relative intensities as seen by a detector sensitive to particles in an element dV"dvydv. of velocity space.
From data such as that shown in Fig. 2 , velocity vector diagrams have been constructed to present Cartesian probabilities of ArW (shown in Figs. 3-6) and ArD+ (not shown) formed in Reaction (2) at several energies of the Ar+ beam.
Since, for the purpose of this investigation, the position of the maximum of the product ion intensity was of interest, another technique was employed as an alternative to the construction of the complete velocity vector diagram. The product ion angular distribution was scanned to determine the angle of maximum intensity, and the energy distribution was then measured at the angle of maximum product ion intensity. This energy spectrum was converted to the corresponding Cartesian spectrum by multiplying the intenSity at each point by the overall Jacobian factor of l/v. The results are contained in Table I , which lists the laboratory energy of the Ar+ and the laboratory energy of the product ion cor- , .
, , responding to the peak in its Cartesian velocity spectrum. The translational exoergicity and the ratio of the center of mass velocity of the ionic product to the center of mass velocity of the Ar+, UArH/U~r> are presented in Table I , and are plotted vs the center of mass collision energy in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively.
IV. DISCUSSION

A. Direct mechanism vs long-lived intermediate
If the reaction proceeded by the formation on an intermediate that perSisted for at least several rotational periods (only about 10-13 sec at these energies), the product distribution would necessarily be symmetric with respect to a plane passing through the center of mass and perpendicular to the relative velocity vector. 30 Product velocity vector distributions for Reaction (2a) at four different collision energies are shown in Figs. 3-6. (Because no product intensity was observed behind the center of mass, this region of velocity space has been omitted from the figures.) The observed asymmetry about ± 90 0 in the c. m. system is a clear indication that, even at the lowest energy measured (0.92 eV c. m.), the contribution of any long-lived intermediate is small, and that the reaction is dominated by a direct mechanism (i. e., an impulsive type of interaction occurring on a time scale comparable to one rotational period).
While the product distribution clearly remains forward peaked as the collision energy is decreased, there is increased broadening of the distribution and the formation of a low-velocity tail extending toward the center of mass (see Fig. 3 ). Similar observations were reported by Henglein,17 who interpreted this phenomenon as indicating an increasing degree of interaction between the incident ion and the CH 3 group at the lower collision energies. Extrapolating this behavior to even lower energies, Henglein suggested this tailing indicated a transition from a direct mechanism at higher energies to a long-lived complex mechanism at lower energies. If, however, ArH+ production involved the formation of a complex that rotated at least once before decomposing, the ArW distribution would show a back-scattered peak resulting from those complexes which lived n +! rotational periods, where n is an integer. Such behavior has been reported for the reaction of C 2 H: with C 2 H 4 • 31 For this reaction at energies;:' 8 eV c. m., the CsH; product is forward peaked. At intermediate energies (-4 eV c. m.) a second peak in the product distribution occurs as far behind the center of mass as the principal peak is forward. As the collision energy is further decreased, the two peaks become more nearly equal in magnitude, until at collision energies -1. 4 eV the product distribution is symmetrically distributed about the c. m. The present results show no such back-scattered peak and hence provide no evidence whatsoever for the production of ArH+ via the formation of a persistent intermediate complex (defined as an entity in which all atoms are bound at reasonably normal bond distances for at least one rotational period).
The observed low-energy tailing presumably arises from two effects. First, the energy spread of the primary ion beam and the Maxwellian distribution of velocities for the target molecules give rise to a distribution of centroids rather than a Single, unique center of mass. This effect will be most noticeable at low collision energies, where the thermal motion of the target molecules contributes significantly to the relative velocity.
Secondly, the strong intermolecular forces between an ion and a polarizable molecule cannot be neglected when the collision energy is comparable to or less than the Lines drawn through data pOints represent best fit to experimental results. Upper limit Qrnu is determined by energy released in reaction, -t:Jl ~ 1. 7 eV. Lower limit Qmln is determined by the dissociation energy of ArW and the assumption that all of the product internal excitation resides in the ionic product. 
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;j: ion-induced dipole potential (i. e., several tenths of an eV). Because of this attractive force, the reactants will follow curved trajectories rather than rectilinear ones. The products will be distributed forwards, Sideways, or even backwards, depending upon the degree of curvature. 32 As a result, the product distributions may broaden or even display a degree of forward-backward symmetry, thus presenting the appearance of a longlived intermediate although no such perSistent complex is actually involved in the formation of the observed product. Differential cross sections, I(e, cf», were calculated from the four velocity vector diagrams shown (Figs. 3-6) using the relation I(e, cf» = I'" pc (u, e, cf»uZdu , ° (11) where pc (u,e,cf»=pc(v",vy,v.) , and where u,e, and cf> refer to the ArH' velocity and scattering angles in the center of mass coordinate system. The reduced differential cross sections, I(e,cf>)/I(e=Oo,cf>), are shown in Fig. 9 . The angular distributions became narrower as the collision energy increased, suggesting the H-atom abstraction, at least at the higher energies employed in this study, occurs principally in grazing encounters resulting from moderately large impact parameter collisions. The broadening observed at the lower collision energies presumably reflects the increased curvature in the trajectories introduced by the intermolecular potentials, as discussed in the preceeding paragraph.
In this respect, it is interesting to note that trajectory studies ss of the hot-atom reaction
have indicated that this reaction is direct (i. e., the extension of the broken C-H bond is continuous during the reaction event, without back-tracking) and concerted (i. e., all three particles interact Simultaneously, instead of sequentially in pairs). S4 Moreover, the product scattering distributions were found to be peaked sideways or slightly forward at low collision energies, more strongly forward peaked at higher energies, and to have a correlation between impact parameter and scattering angle.
B. Energy partitioning
The partitioning of reaction energy between internal and translational modes can be expressed in terms of the translational exoergicity Q, defined as the net difference between the final and initial kinetic energies, (13) Conservation of energy requires that the internal energy residing in the reaction products be given by (l4) For the reactions studied here, the internal energy of the reactants may be neglected, so that E: l1t Sl! 1.71-Q {eV). The greatest possible value of Q occurs when all available energy appears as product translation {i, e., when E: l1t = 0): Qma = -AIl = 1. 71 eV. A pseudominimum value for Q can be assigned if one assumes all product excitation is contained in the ionic product. In this case, E :l1t must be less than Do{ Ax -H·) for stable product formation. Thus, Qmln = -Do{Ar -H+) -AIl = -2. 19 eV.
Observation of ArH· at Q values more negative than Qmil1 requires that the CHs be internally excited.
Q values that correspond to the point of peak intensity in the Cartesian velocity spectra are listed in Table I and displayed vs collision energy Tl in Fig. 7 . From these data one can draw three conclusions concerning the "most probable" reaction mechanism.
(1) There is a net conversion of translational energy into internal energy (i. e., Q < 0) at all collision energies.
Consequently, the entire heat of reaction appears as internal energy of the reaction products. This contrasts with the results obtained for reactions of Ar', N~, and CO' with Hz (or D z ), in which a small fraction of the reaction exothermicity is converted to translational energy at the lowest collision energies (T 1 <: 0.3 eV).35
(2) As the collision energy Tl increases, Q becomes more negative, indicating increased internal excitation of the products. Moreover, this conversion of translational energy to internal energy is more pronounced for reaction with CD 4 than for reaction with CH 4 ; that is, in reactions at the same energy in the center of mass system, the products of Reaction (2b) At a given collision energy, Q is more negative for ArD+ than for ArH+ (see Table I ), indicating that the products of Reaction (15b) possess greater internal energy than do the products of Reaction (15a).
(3) Although the translational exoergicity Q decreases linearly with increasing reactant energy in the low and intermediate energy region, it becomes independent of Tl at high energies. The limiting value of Q is about -2. 0 eV, which corresponds to E ;l1t ~ 3. 7 eV, a value close to the dissociation limit of ArB'. This suggests that all of the internal excitation resides in the ionic product, so that the asymptotic approach to Q --2. 0 eV is caused by excitation of ArB' to its dissociation limit. This explanation has been proposed to account for similar behavior in several other ion-molecule reactions. 2 • 5 ,6,22,36,S7 In these previously studied reactions the neutral product has always been monatomic and hence incapable of internal excitation (other than electronic). A polyatomic neutral product such as CH s , on the other hand, has internal degrees of freedom which could possess a significant fraction of the available energy and thereby permit E;nt to be greater than the dissociation limit of the ionic product. The present results, however, strongly suggest that the "most probable" process does not involve the transfer of reaction energy of the internal degrees of freedom of the methyl fragment.
In this respect, it is interesting to compare the present results with those obtained for the abstractions of hydrogen from methane by halogen atoms. Although CI is isoelectronic with Ar+, the latter is considerably more electrophiUc because of its far greater electron deficiency and might, therefore, be more comparable to F in terms of reactivity.38 In chemical laser studies of the partitioning of reaction energy, Pimental and co-workers 41 found that F-CH4 and F-H z systems gave remarkably Similar vibrational energy distributions, with nearly all of the available energy appearing in the HF product. The CHs product, therefore, was formed in its ground state planar configuration. Lee et al., 42 have found similar energy partitioning in molecular beam studies of the reaction F + C 2 D 4 -DF + C 2 Dg • It should be noted, however, that the contour map at Tl = 16.94 (Fig. 6) shows some product intensity at Q values more negative than the pseudolimit of -2. 2 eV. Similar behavior occurred in a contour map (not shown) for Reaction (2b) at a collision energy of 12.67 eV. Since product intensity can appear in this region of velocity space only if the neutral product contains some internal excitation, it is clear such excitation plays an" important role in product stabilization, at least in the higher energy collisions. Significant internal excitation of CH 3 at high collision energies has been reported by Mahan and co-workers The spectator stripping (SS) mechanism, the simplest model for direct reactions, assumes that ion X+ reacts impulsively with the transferred atom Y. The freed particle Z acts merely as a spectator to the reaction, proceeding after reaction with a velocity unchanged from that of the YZ reactant. The kinematics of the spectator stripping process lead to the prediction that the ratio of the c. m. velocity of the ionic product u;{y to the c. m. velocity of the ionic reactant u;{ is (16) where (i) represents the mass of particle i. Thus the velocity ratio should be a constant that depends only upon the masses of the particles. This ratio equals 0.915 for reaction of Ar+ with CH 4 and 0.857 for reaction with CD4 • Experimentally determined values for the velocity ratio are listed in Table I and are presented graphically in Fig. 8 . The experimental values (determined from the peak in the Cartesian velocity spectra) agree reasonably well with the predictions of the SS model at the higher collision energies (T 1 > 2-3 eV), but as the collision energy decreases the product ion appears at c. m. velocities progressively smaller then expected on the basis of the SS model. Similar results have been reported by Henglein and co-workers. 17 The direction of these lowenergy deviations is exactly the opposite from the behavior observed for the reactions with hydrogen.
7 Consequently, Henglein has suggested that these deviations indicate a transition from a direct mechanism at high energies to a complex mechanism at low energies. However, it will be shown that the same mechanism proposed to explain the increases in the U~y/u;{ ratio for hydrogen reactions can explain a decrease in this ratio for methane reactions.
D. Modified stripping
It has been suggested 7 that the failure of the SS model is due to the fact that it ignores all intermolecular forces (except, of course, to recognize that they cause the transfer process itself). Accordingly, this model has been modified by considering the effects of intermolecular potentials on the dynamics of direct reactions. This modified model states that the reactants experience a long-range attractive force which accelerates them towards each other so that at distance of closest approach their relative velocity is greater than it had been at infinite separation. It is assumed that transfer occurs in a direct manner at this distance of closest approach, with the products retaining some fraction f of the relative translational energy the reactants had immediately prior to transfer. The products then recede from each other, being decelerated (or accelerated) by the attractive (or repulsive) forces between them. These models predict that the translational exoergicity should vary with the collision energy according to the equation (17) This model, first proposed by Smith, 44 states that Q o (the translational exoergicity extrapolated to zero initial energy) is given by (18) where P is the potential energy converted into translational energy as the reactants are brought from infinite separation to the distance at which transfer occurs, and P' is the potential energy released as kinetic energy as the products separate. Smith equated f with cos 2 f3, where 13 is the angle between the skewed axes of the potential energy surface on which a sliding mass point represents the progress of the collision (this assumes specular reflection of the mass point). Bunker 45 subsequently obtained an expression for cos 2 f3 in terms of the relative masses of the species involved and the angle of attack a, and showed that in the special case of collinear approach this factor reduced to the simple expression given by the spectator stripping model; that is, In general, however, cos 2 f3 varies between 0 and the value given by Eq. (19) as a varies between 0 and IT. Consequently, potential energy P, released as the reactants approach, will appear, in large part, as vibrational energy of the newly formed XY bond; energy P', released as the products separate, will appear as product translation. This prediction has been confirmed in trajectory studies on assumed potential energy surfaces: attractive or "early downhill" surfaces (p > p') resulted in high product vibration, while repulsive or "late downhill" surfaces (p < P') resulted in product translation. 46 Quantitative application of this model requires the evaluation of the potential energy terms P and P'. Because accurate potential energy surfaces are frequently not available, simplified expressions such as P=-ae 2 / 2r4 have been used The observation that Q o < 0 is unique, contrasting with the behavior of a number of hydrogenic transfer ionmolecule reactions studied by molecular beams 47 and high pressure mass spectrometric techniques. 48 In all reactions studied, there was a net increase in translational energy at the lowest colliSion energies (Qo > 0).
If product translation is presumed to arise from repulsive energy release as XY separates from Z,46 the net decrease in translational energy observed for Reaction (2) suggests that the potential energy surface along the Y -Z coordinate has a positive slope resulting from XY -Z attraction. (That is, P' is negative.) This attraction produces a basin in the potential energy hypersurface from which the products can escape only with difficulty, particularly at the lowest collision energies. Direct reaction can occur only if the collision energy is high enough and the geometry of the collision such that the newly formed products retain sufficient momentum to escape from the potential basin and separate completelyS4 [i. e., f(P+ T 1 ) must be greater in magnitude than pI]. The existence of such a basin is consistent with Henglein's suggestions 17 and with the direct observation of ArCH: in high pressure mass spectrometric studies of Ar-CH4 mixtures. 16 The observed negative value for Q o implies that there is a critical value of the collision energy, Tc= -Qolf, below which the products are unable to separate because the final relative translational energy would be negative.
With the values for Q o and f obtained from the least squares analysis of the data, this "stripping threshold" energy Tc equals 0.08 eV for Reaction (2a) and 0.07 eV for Reaction (2b). As reported previously, the excitation function for Reaction (2a) passes through a maximum at about 5 eV (c. m.) and decreases at lower collision energies, appearing to possess a threshold at -0.1 eV.
The observed decrease in the reaction cross section at low collision energies and the failure to observe product distributions that are symmetriC about the center of mass suggest that if an ArCH: intermediate complex is formed at low energies, the complex preferentially decomposes via reaction channels other than ArH+ formation. Several oscillations of the complex may be required before ArH+ can give the CHs a "clout" sufficient to effect complete separation. Competing with this energy transfer step are the dissociative charge transfer steps, Reactions (4) and (5). Our failure to detect ArW at low energies, and the observation of CH; and CH; ions with velocity distributions peaked near the center of mass velocity19 suggest that dissociative charge transfer is the preferred mode of decomposition of any collision complex that may be formed at low energies.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
(1) Reaction (2) is dominated by a direct mechanism over the entire energy range studied, with no evidence for the production of ArH+ via the decompOSition of a long-lived collision complex. An important consequence to the finding that no strong coupling occurs is that statistical theory is inapplicable to this reaction. 49
(2) The spectator stripping model, although providing a first approximation to the reaction dynamics, consistently overestimates the product translational energy (or, equivalently, underestimates product internal energy) by about 0.1 eV over the entire energy range 0-10 eV. This presumably stems from the model's failure to consider intermolecular forces. Circumstantial evidence is presented to support the hypothesis that little internal excitation of the methyl product occurs at collision energies less than 10 eV; at higher energies stabilization of the ionic product is assisted by the availability of energy sinks in the methyl product.
(3) The observation that product velocities are lower than expected (on the basis of the spectator stripping model) is consistent with the suggestion that the potential energy hypersurface contains a basin which hinders product separation. At very low collision energies « 0.1 eV), this basin causes the reactants to undergo a lingering interaction and gives rise to a threshold for stripping. Decreased ArH+ intensity in this energy region indicates that H atom abstraction is, at best, a minor channel for the decomposition of the ArCH; complex.
(4) The dynamiCS of the Ar+ -CH4 reaction bear certain striking similarities to features observed for certain neutral-neutral reactions, principally those involving H atom abstraction from methane and other simple hydrocarbons by tritium or atomic flourine. These similarities suggest that certain general features may be common to a wide variety of simple transfer reactions.
